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Niki Smith’s fantasy graphic novel “The Deep & Dark Blue” captures the emotional complexity of transgender identity.
“The Deep & Dark Blue” tells a beautiful story centered on transgender identity
Jones returns to Park Avenue Armory will present and perform in the world premiere of his monumental new work, Deep Blue Sea. The production marks
Jones' first time performing in over fifteen years.
World Premiere of DEEP BLUE SEA by Bill T. Jones to Open at Park Avenue Armory This Fall
I was aware of that difference before our move, but I've been surprised by how much of a culture shock it has proven. I didn't expect much of an
adjustment period, because it's not as if I was a ...
The culture shock of a purple state
WITH each passing day as a nation, it becomes more apparent that we have too much on our plate. The challenge of unemployment, poverty, widespread
insecurity, COVID-19-induced economic recession ...
Deep Blue Project: Taking the Fight to the Pirates
Nashville, TN - The Gray Havens is set to release their fourth studio album, Blue Flower, a stunningly crafted,12-track set inspired by C.S. Lewis's
autobiography, Surprised by Joy, which explores a ...
C.S. Lewis' "Surprised by Joy" Inspires The Gray Havens' New Album, "Blue Flower"
Ordinarily, I’m at my book shop Monday through Saturday. However, I’m writing ...
Blue Sky reunion needs no defense
If indeed "Moby Dick" is the finest American novel, it should therefore have conveyed all that needs to be said about tragedy at sea. Apparently, ...
'Lost Boys of Montauk' goes deep beneath tragedy
John Jantsch sits down with host Russ Johns on the #PirateBroadcast to discuss his upcoming book, The Ultimate Marketing Engine. Not only are we going
to ...
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The #PirateBroadcast – The Ultimate Marketing Engine
The Brilliant Abyss” and “The Lure of the Beach” urge action to safeguard the world’s oceans and coastlines – along with the animal life found there.
Two books to make you think differently about the ocean and the beach
No guilt in pleasure reading, says editorial columnist Ginnie Graham, who has an e-reader filled with titles like "In Her Jam Jar" and "Beauty and the
Mustache." ...
Ginnie Graham: Read a book this summer that makes you happy, fulfilled
Recalling his years behind bars recently, the actor Danny Trejo sometimes snorted or rubbed his face with both hands, as if bracing himself against ...
Danny Trejo opens up about being typecast — and a close call with the Mexican Mafia
You can learn a lot about a lake from space, or at least, you can make some guesses. A survey of satellite data over 26,000 U.S. lakes found that lakes
...
Scientists are finding more true-blue waters in the Northwest
A new book by a Wall Street Journal reporter provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse of conflict prior to Michigan visit.
New book reveals drama before Trump wore mask at Ford's Ypsilanti Township plant
The boldness of the color juxtapositions in Paul Guhler’s painting makes an immediate physical and emotional impression. The viewer is forced to stop
and look!
Conversations in Art: Paul Gruhler: 60 years of life in art
A new book by CC Sabathia and Chris Smith, “Till the End” came out on Tuesday and tells the story of the Vallejo native and his upbringing, baseball
career and battling alcoholism.
Vallejo’s CC Sabathia delivers tell-all tale book on career, life
The earth’s biosphere is, Scales explains, more than 95 percent made up of the deep sea ... of the oceans that lie below the blue surface.” So the
book’s purview is technically all ...
The Crucial, Little Understood Science of the Seafloor
The pomp and circumstance of the 2021 MLB All-Star Game is complete and meaningful regular season games will return later this week. When they do, 14 of
the 30 teams will be within six games of a ...
2021 MLB Midseason Awards: CBS Sports staff picks for MVP, Cy Young, Rookie of the Year and more
The lasting legacy of the former Providence Journal columnist and author can be felt on the Smithfield trail that bears his name ...
Walking RI: In the footsteps of outdoorsman Ken Weber, who wrote RI hiking 'bible'
We shouldn’t talk about Greek wines without mentioning Retsina, right? The home of Retsina, a much-maligned wine, is the once city-state of Attica, now
a region on the Aegean Sea in central Greece.
Mystery tasting brings to mind the richness of Greek wines
The view from Deep Left Field on the Blue Jays’ 6-5 loss to Baltimore on ... so he had more than earned his way back into Montoyo’s good books. But that
Chatwood wasn’t the one who showed ...
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